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Mytheresa has  long focused solely on women's  luxury apparel. Image credit: Mytheresa

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Retail group Neiman Marcus is being sued by one of its  bond trustees over its transfer of subsidiary MyTheresa.

UMB Bank NA has brought a suit against Neiman Marcus Group and its private equity owner Ares Partners, which
says that they moved the MyTheresa assets in 2017 and 2018 to put them out of the reach of creditors. Neiman Marcus
denies the claims, and plans to fight the suit.

Subsidiary suit
Neiman Marcus acquired MyTheresa in 2014. UMB's suit calls the online retailer the "crown jewel asset" in Neiman
Marcus Group's portfolio, pointing to Goldman Sachs' $1 billion valuation for MyTheresa.

Last September, Neiman Marcus Group Inc. hit a wall in negotiations with its creditors due to a conflict over control
of MyTheresa.com.

Experts believed that Neiman Marcus could be moving MyTheresa as a way to protect it from being taken as
collateral (see story).

As part of the disagreement, Marble Ridge Capital filed a suit against the retailer in Dallas, TX, claiming Neiman
Marcus fraudulently transferred its MyTheresa assets to Ares Management and the Canada Pension Plan Investment
Board. The lawsuit had been building since Neiman Marcus attempted to restructure in fall 2018 (see story).

Marble Ridge's suit was dismissed.
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MyTheresa is the subject of Neiman Marcus' suit. Image credit: MyTheresa

The group reached an agreement with its creditors earlier this year, which gave it three more years until its  credit
facilities and unsecured notes reach maturity (see story).

Despite having renegotiated with its creditors, Neiman Marcus Group is now facing a lawsuit from UMB.

"These allegations are meritless," a Neiman Marcus spokesperson told WWD. "It's  disappointing that these debt
holders chose to assert claims through the trustee that are nearly identical to those already dismissed by a Texas
court with prejudice, rather than join the overwhelmingly successful exchange offer that the company achieved with
the majority of its  debt holders.

"As has been demonstrated time and again, the exchange and MyTheresa transactions fully complied with the
company's debt documents," they said. "The company intends to vigorously defend itself."
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